When you find the secret letters, write them out in the spaces
below to reveal the hidden phrase!

!
Complete an entry form with this phrase to go into the draw
to win a LEGO® Lighthouse set!

TAPESTRY OF
TREASURES

The beach is a summer staple for most
Australians and has been for decades.
Find the surfer chick hiding in Life’s a
Beach.

The Port Adelaide Nautical Museum
opened in 1872 and is the oldest maritime
collection in Australia. Find curator
Vernon Smtih on board Aboriginal.

Nine ships came to SA in 1836 carrying
settlers from Europe. It wasn’t just people
they were carrying – find the rat eating the
biscuit in the basement!

WRECKED
BOUND
FOR SA

WINDJAMMERS

Windjammers are ships that carried grain
from South Australia to Europe in the early
1900s. Find the sailor near the model of
the Kobenhavn.

There were many different maritime
occupations in the Port. Can you spot our
wharf workers and our Quarantine Station
doctor?

Swimming in the Port was a popular
event. Keep an eye out for Betty next to
her swimming trophy.

LIVING IN
PORT

Nicolas Baudin and Matthew Flinders
mapped our coast in 1802 with scientists
and artists on board. Find the artist,
Captain Flinders and his cat, Trim.

More than 850 shipwrecks line South
Australia’s coast. Keep an eye out for
the shipwreck survivor and underwater
archaeologists hiding in the collection.

LIVING IN
PORT

FIRST
VOYAGES

There weren’t just sailors on board ships,
but many animals too! Find Captain Sven
Eriksson’s dog Paik on the deck of the
Herzogin Cecilie.

PAMELA &
THE DUCHESS

Tugboats were used to push or pull bigger
boats that couldn’t move well on their
own. Find the sailor on the Junee Lu.

LIFE’S A
BEACH

ACTION
STATIONS

Explore our exhibitions to find the LEGO® figures hidden in the museum. Each figure is
holding a secret letter. Write these 10 letters as you go and then on the back of the book
to reveal the prize winning phrase!

